
Automation for IISc

Have you ever felt frustrated to find the bathroom lamp broken and
having to go all the way to the complaint cell to lodge a complaint?
It's not the going which is the painful part, rather the remembering-
to-go part which is painful. How nice would it be to be able to lodge
the complaint right at the moment you notice or remember it? A bit
of automation would definitely help, wouldn't it? If, just by clicking
on a link, you could lodge your complaint and track its progress, it
would bring in so much more sanity in our life. Another example:
Booking the guest rooms and tracking the vacancies online etc etc.
That would save us the trouble of waiting at the Hostel office at 4
PM a month before the occupation date (and then possibly getting
disappointed).

Here's a list of ideas for automation that can be done in the day to
day working in IISc. The idea can be picked up by the
administrators for implementation. This is a very humble effort.
The more difficult part -- that of implementing and deploying and
getting them accepted by the IISc system -- remains by far the
tougher part of the job. I consider it a viable idea to create proof-of-
concept prototypes in the Software-Architecture course term-
projects by CSA students. The analysis and design, and possibly the
source-code, can then be reused to implement the deployed
system. I think, getting them implemented by professional software
developers is very much a possibility. It shouldn't be unaffordable,
and the cost would be retrieved in no time if the troubles it would
save us is taken into account.

Foreseeable Problem
An obvious hurdle in getting this working is that of coupling this
with a centralised database of IIScians. That system has to be 24 X 7
available, up-to-date, consistent and secure. While setting up of
such a database would require some work, the development of the
above systems can be done in parallel with some foresight.

Online Complaint Cell
It should be possible to place civil and electrical complaints online
by all members of the campus. The system should allow tracking of
the complaints.

Online Guest Room Booking
Making the process of guest-room booking online will make the
process fast, trouble-free and transparent. It should be possible see
the accommodation status of various guest-houses in the campus
online. (Think of the Railway, Airline, Hotel ticket booking
systems we use so often.
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Online Course Registration
Instructors may float their course on the department web page with a
provision for students to apply for registration. The instructor may
then go through the details of the student and decide to pass or reject
the appl icat ion. Depending on the avai lab i l i ty of
course/participants, the complete thing can be automatically
scheduled.

Automated Web-Page Creation
It's so much easier to reach out to the world if you have your own
official webpage. Being in IISc, and having to create webpages in
geocities and googlepages is a lot less cool. Can't we have an equally
convenient system which allows creation of our webpages in our
departmental servers? The creation and editing should be easy with a
couple of clicks of buttons. (Think of orkut, geocities, blogspot etc.
which allow creation of whacky webpages with a few clicks of
buttons.)

IISc Blog (eVoices)
I see it as some kind of an idealised 'Voices' where IIScians blog freely.
The featured blogs can then be published in a hard-copy version of
Voices. (We had implemented a primitive version of this long time
back, but it needed a lot more work to scale up). True to the spirit, we
have now comeup with an e-version of Voices.

This article is an edited version of a blog post of mine with the same
name. We welcome you to visit this link (http://sujitkc-
techbits.blogspot.com/2007/02/automation-for-iisc_05.html) and
contribute by (either as a reply to this article or by posting your
comments online):
Suggesting additional such problems
Providing links to already existing resources which can be reused
Providing the solutions themselves, partial or complete. For

example, recent technologies like Google docs etc. may be simple
and powerful options if used creatively.
Pointing out possible problems in implementation of these systems.

The problems would preferably be technical, or at least apolitical.

Let's, for once, give technology a chance to solve 'our' problems.
Sujit (CSA)
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Disclaimer: The opinions, beliefs and viewpoints expressed by authors in this newsletter do not necessarily reflect the opinions, beliefs
and viewpoints of the Voices or official policies of the Voices. However, this does not apply to articles contributed by the Voices Team.

Voices is Online!

We are happy to announce the launch of , the web
v e r s i o n o f V o i c e s ! P l e a s e a c c e s s i t a t

and give your
comments and suggestions.

eVoices

http://erg_akshaya.ces.iisc.ernet.in/eVoices



Look Beyond the Numbers

It was just another day…
It was a moment of decision…
It was a decision that changed lives…

To us it is a news report, actually another news report stating that
some individual somewhere decided to end his/her life. We
immediately make judgements about ‘it’- The act of Suicide being
right or wrong, the person being strong or weak; we blame the
individual, the society, the system. We are often safe in our cocoons
believing we will never be in that state.

Unfortunately, the truth is far from that. As students who definitely
know what ‘stress’, ‘burnout’ and ‘fatigue’ is; because in all these
years of our existence, we have faced the three. We have understood
that it is absolutely fine to be stressed, absolutely fine to realise that
we are unable to cope with the pressure at work or home, absolutely
fine to not be perfect at all that we do, despite our best efforts; we
may detest being average…yet being average is not the end of life.

What happens in our immediate environment jolts us out of our
comfort zones and such unfortunate incidents make us want to
suddenly take action, suddenly foresee what we had not seen before.
This attempt needs to be at individual, societal and institutional
level.

We are now highlighting some empirical data and request all readers
to look beyond the numbers, the issue is more deep-rooted than
that.

Suicide means ‘deliberate self harm; an intentional determination
to end ones life.’ The Word Suicide was first used by Sir Thomas
Brown in 1642. Suicide is termed such when being
considered/attempted/completed.

Data shows that today it is a Public Health Problem and a direct
index of a disturbed society. Suicide is among the 3 leading causes of
death among adolescents and younger age groups (15-45 years)
(Dept. of Epidemiology, NIMHANS)

Suicide worldwide
* Rate varies country to country
* At least 4 million adolescents attempt suicide globally
* At least 1 lakh of them die

In India
* Every 5 minutes, 1 suicide is reported
* There is a 41.3% increase in the last 10 years
* In 2000, Karnataka had 12, 000 cases, ranking it among the top 4
states in the country
* The other 3states are Kerala, Maharashtra and West Bengal

In Bangalore
* The Highest suicides are seen in the age group of 15-29 years
* Suicide among top three causes of death
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Please understand that Help is available! The suicide helpline in the
city is SAHAI helpline- 25497777. 10th of September is marked as
World Suicide Prevention Day to highlight the efforts towards the
same. Within the paradigm of this Institution, efforts are being made
to ensure that we avoid waking up to another unfortunate incident.
However, this will not take us far until each of us believes that the key
to a complete living is with us.

Look beyond the numbers,
The horizon beckons,
Hope stays….

Source: Excerpts (Data section) from a talk by Ms. Lata Jacob of
Medico Pastoral Association, Bangalore.

Madhurima (MGMT)

Wanted a Balawadi Centre @ IISc

IISc is a premier institution of higher learning in the country with
only post graduate programs, does not even offer any undergraduate
program, why do we need a Balawadi Centre then? Well, as most of
you are aware IISc is gearing up for the construction of new academic
buildings coinciding with the centenary celebrations later next year.
This has led to stationing of about 100 daily wage construction
workers (mostly migrants from different parts of Karnataka) on
campus already. Temporary asbestos sheds have mushroomed near
the D-Gate to accommodate almost 1000 workers for the next two
years at least! Along with them have come their children of varied
age groups. Fortunately of around 12 children in the age group of 5-
14, 10 are already going to the Government School on campus (next
to State Bank of India).

India is a signatory to the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) (
and the Planning

Commission of India has set specific targets parallel to MDGs in
their twelfth five year plan, while Goal #2 aims at achieving
Universalisation of primary education. In this context, there is
already immense concern on Out of School Children who have
dropped out or have never attended school! Among the children
residing the new settlements on campus, two of them were not going
to school! On enquiring the reasons for their inability to attend
school, Sangeetha, a Class III drop out replied she had to take care of
her younger sibling. This is true for most girls of her age in rural India
which inhibits them from attending school. In the Annual Report of
the Karnataka State Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) for 2005-06,
there were 1,05,037 children in the age group of 7-14 who were Out
of School! While among the key reasons for drop out are Migration
(38%), Household work (17%), Earning because of poverty (16%),
Unwillingness of Parents (9%), School too far (6%), Disability (5%)
and Sibling Care (5%). It is interesting to note that though all the
workers are migrants they have ensured that most children attend
school. However, the case of Sangeetha and children many more
migrant workers going to come in the few days seems to reinforces
the harsh realities and challenges of the countryside within the
heartland of intellectual paradise!

http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/)



Among the strategies the Government adopts to fight this are
establishing, Balawadi Centres, which are essentially a pre-school
child care centre. Ideally, the Balawadi programme is aimed at
strengthening the educational foundation of children particularly
from the underprivileged sections. The Government has already
identified that universalisation of pre-school education is an
important strategy for achieving universalisation of primary
education. If every child can avail of some kind of early childhood
education, the chances that the child will go on to a regular school
are high. Moreover, the pre-school exposure will enhance and
strengthen the child's subsequent school performance, in terms of
achievement and attendance. Among the key highlights of
Balawadi Centres are that they are targeted for pre-school children
in the age group of 3-5½ years. It is thus imperative that the IISc
authorities ensure the setting up of a Balawadi Centre on campus
very soon, facilitating many more Sangeethas to attend school. For
the students of IISc, there is immense scope to take up classes for
these children in the evening. It will be wise of us to ensure primary
education for all children of true builders of the new temples of
learning.

References:
1. Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, Government of Karnataka:
http://schooleducation.kar.nic.in/SSA/annualreport.htm Last
accessed 28th August 2007.

Sudhira (CES)

bhOndOO goes for Swimming
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A discussion was on amongst colleagues when Shami said, “I feel sad
that I don’t know swimming. According to my kundali, I would die
of drowning.”. bhOndOO felt worse: partly because Shami would
die, but mainly because he also did not know swimming. He wanted
to say, “Shami dear, I would die, but will save you!”. But his thought
process got interrupted by Gullu’s proud remark, “I know
swimming.”, looking at Shami.

bhOndOO’s sadness turned into jealousy and then into anger.
Proving that ladies create history, he decided to go to the institute
swimming pool the next morning. He enquired with BenJi who told
him to go to the swimming pool at 06:00. It was a bit too early for
bhOndOO, but he decided to jump in.
The alarm promptly shouted at 05:30, the next day. bhOndOO
silenced it without remembering its purpose. He started dreaming of
Shami and found her drowning. At once, he opened his eyes,
jumped out of bed, got ready, and with sleepy eyes went to the
swimming pool. The security guard did not allow him to enter, for
06:00-07:00 was ladies’ swimming time. bhOndOO wrote in BenJi’s
kundali that he would die of bhOndOO’s punches.

bhOndOO also got the entry form that needed to be filled. He
returned to the swimming pool the next day at 07:00, submitted the
filled form and entered. He removed his clothes and went straight to
Mr Lahiri who was the swimming coach. Mr Lahiri asked him to go
back and get bathed under shower. “What the hell!”, bhOndOO
thought, “I came here to swim in the pool and Lahiri Sir is asking me
to take bath under shower! Did he come to know that I haven’t

taken bath since three days?”. Sir glanced at him and threw his
explanation, “One needs to get wet before entering the pool.”.
“Oh!”.

After returning, bhOndOO was surprised to see that there were
many people on one end of the pool while the other end was almost
empty. The messages “Depth 1m” and “Depth 5m” gave him the
explanation. He thought of Shami and felt like jumping in. He was
disappointed by Mr Lahiri who asked him to enter the pool on the
empty end using stairs and start preliminary leg-movement holding
the wall-slit for water. bhOndOO started with his lesson.

bhOndOO started thinking of his teacher’s round tummy. He
started doubting whether he really knew swimming! Mr Lahiri held a
long wooden rod and was wearing a towel. bhOndOO concluded
that Mr Lahiri would not be knowing swimming, for if he jumps into
the pool, there would be no water left inside. “Try to lift your belly
above water… Immerse your head into water!”, Lahiri Sir shouted.
bhOndOO thought that Lahiri Sir came to know what he was
thinking of him, and started concentrating on swimming. He
immersed his face below water and found his body coming above
water. He felt nice. He inserted it again and tried to lift the body up
— holding the wall slit. He got a bit involved and forgot to come up
for breathing just in time and water gushed inside his nose. He
coughed and blew water (and other jelly like material) away from the
nose in the wall-slit. He then held his head above water and restarted
the leg-movement. After some time, his mind again got diverted to
think of a swimming pool with Shami and he in it. He then started
dreaming about saving Shami from a flood.

So engrossed was he in the thoughts that he felt as if the flood water
was entering his mouth. He further imagined that he lost Shami’s
hand and was wondering around in the water. When he started
finding it difficult to breathe, he realized that he was not imagining,
but was actually under water! His hands slipped off (his own) slimy
substance on the wall-slit and he was actually drowning himself! He
was only a feet under water, but he felt himself deep down. Buoyancy
pushed him up and his head reached above water. He shouted,
“Help! Help!” looking at Mr Lahiri, but Lahiri Sir was unimpressed.
He kept looking at bhOndOO. bhOndOO went down again. He
started cycling and hand-movement very fast, but was not able to
float up. He felt that Lahiri Sir was actually the avatar of Yama — the
god of death. He got the grand realization why Sir was so fat!

bhOndOO was actually experiencing death! But suddenly, he felt a
touch of something like a stick, and bhOndOO, without thinking,
got hold of it. The stick pulled him vertically and then horizontally,
and he came above water to the pool corner. He was saved! Mr Lahiri
had used his wooden rod to help him come to life!

Holding the wall-slit with both hands, coughing, clearing the slimy
substance with water, bhOndOO rewrote history: he never returned
to the swimming pool.

Rupesh (CSA)
Find out many more adventures of bhOndOO at :
http://iisc.wordpress.com/



Editorial: Change!

To the fearful, it is threatening because it means that things may get worse.

To the hopeful, it is encouraging because it means that things may get better.

To the confident, it is inspiring because the challenge exists to make things

better.

We at Voices have strived to take on this challenge and make a few
changes. This issue witnesses a new layout keeping the editorial page
close at heart. The chance discovery of a blog led to another change-
we welcome our new member! And await the arrival of many more.
Voices launches its online version and still retains the print version
for the conventional minds.

It has been an eventful two months. We got home the 20-20 World
Cup Trophy and the country celebrated in unison; the empty tea-
board was a testimony to the fervour the final match generated,
notwithstanding the not so spirited anti-competitor slogans that rang
in the air! Saluting the spirit of our national game and winning a
penalty stroke, The Hockey Association screened the now cult Chak
De to a packed Gymkhana. It was really all about change! And let us
not forget, India recently won the Asia cup Hockey, and Nehru cup
Football. Vishwanath Anand won the Chess World Championship.
Bravo!! New vision, new thoughts, new actions!

This issue begins with a look at how life on campus can be made easy
by just a click – humble efforts highlighted that looks at how
automation can change the face of our daily living, if implemented by
authorities. If it is technology on one side that makes us think, then
the societal issues always tug at our heart. We rise from the slumber to
ponder over what is it that drives an individual to the brink of
hopelessness and is help really that far away? We also begin a section
that is an ode to the IIScians who blog, and their posts find a place
here. This time it is a clean up drive that made heads turn!

Gymkhana is a place of solace and their activities are now on
highlighted in our new section, Gymkhana Corner.

So, brace yourself and read on!!
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Featured Blog
Beginning this Issue, we bring you some of the exciting and
interesting blogs by IIScians live from the the Blogosphere! We
welcome suggestions/comments from readers on any interesting
blogs about IISc that can be featured by Voices in the forthcoming
issues.

The Featured Blog of this Issue is "Talking Pictures" by
of with two of her posts. The blog is accessible at:

<http://natashamhatre.blogspot.com>. The initial post was on
which initiated an

immediate response and action resulting in another blog post as
. We present you both the posts here.

Congratulations to Natasha and the people who responded to her
blog!

A little history first. Sometime last year, when the construction of the
new faculty quarters had just started, someone, most likely the
builders knocked down a piece of the Jubilee park back wall.
Whether this was done with authorization or not, I don't know. This
piece stayed knocked down. The construction workers began
dumping debris and garbage there. With most of them living there
full time you can imagine how much garbage that was. Most of it is
still there.

A depression in the ground in this area of the park gets filled up with
water. That year the rains were good and the pond that formed was
quite large. It got used by the workers as a convenient shit spot. The
place was a land-mine. Shit fortunately eventually degrades and so it
doesn't seem to be there right now. I don't know what the
arrangements are like for the workers working at the new buildings
and I don't know if there's a risk of this recurring, here or elsewhere. I
don't know what this place's situation is vis-a-vis the current
construction. Not much I think, because now its largely abandoned.

The problem here right now is that the old garbage remains and
seemingly is added to from the new faculty quarters. I don't know
what garbage collection is like in that quarters, but my guess is it's
spotty. At any rate, people tend to be lazy and garbage in India is
often dumped at the closest available place. If there is a small garbage
pile, it will soon be added to and there will be a large pile. Another
pile will erupt when one overflows and so on the march of progress.

This was never your classical beautiful place, but it was not littered
with plastic, shards of broken bottles, thermacol and a million
polythene bags. It was not full of rats, never patrolled by a quite
territorial pack of dogs who are understandably possessive of a rich
pile of goodies. It did not have the bones of many dead rats, eaten by
someone, snakes most likely. And it most certainly did not teem,
absolutely teem, with what to my overwhelmed ears sound like a
million mosquitoes.

Natasha
Mhatre CES

An
appeal to IISc faculty in the new quarters,

The
clean up

An appeal to IISc faculty in the new quarters
(The first post on 1st October 2007)

Letters to the Editor

Voices: August 2007 Issue

Prof. N V Joshi, CES

The issue is very enjoyable and makes very good reading. Hearty
congratulations to the Voices Team. I would particularly like to
compliment all of you for the mature, responsible and balanced
writing, for emphasizing some socially relevant questions and
important issues in a very restrained manner, and for the very fine
sense of humour. Prof. R. Rajaraman, who was the chairman of CTS
(CHEP) for many years before he left for JNU, had once made a
perceptive remark that best indicator of the academic health of any
educational/research institute is the quality of students vis-a-vis the
quality of faculty. Only those organizations can survive well who
ensure that the students are at least as good as the faculty (and
preferably better). It is particularly reassuring to see the Institute
entering the Centenary Year with such a group of students.



My appeal to you is this, please have the place cleaned up and the
wall sealed again. The place is a health hazard, to you, in more ways
than one. To point each of them out again would be unsubtle and
insulting to your intelligence. It is also a pretty nasty thing to do to a
place if you respect and appreciate it. If there is to be any hope of this
place getting any cleaner and not becoming a dumpyard, you will
have to do something about it. There are few others who can and
besides you have the strongest grounds for wanting something done.

The images (available on the blog post) are also from the same area,
from before, just to convince you that it's worth saving and to show
what you might be saving.

Directions from faculty apartments: Walk out of your gate, turn left,
away from the Janata Bazaar and towards the end of that road. A
little further down the mud road, you'll see a breached stone wall.
Walk in and you'll be there.

Directions from the main Jubilee entrance: Walk in the gate, take
the path directly to your right. The path is straight down and then
you have to take a left. Keep an eye on the wire fence to your left,
and walk in to the first breach in the fence. A little further in and
you'll be there.
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The Clean Up
(The follow up blog posted on 15th October 2007)

Abi sent a mail to many people who live in those quarters. One of
them was Arati who decided the best way to begin tackling the mess,
was to at least begin ourselves.

A whole bunch of people, faculty, their families and some students
turned up there this Sunday (14th October) at 10:00 and began
cleaning up the place. I think I can safely say we made a dent. We
hauled a lot of garbage away. The pile in the picture is just about half
of it, the other half had already been safely transported to a nearby
garbage bin. And the picture is short on a few people as well, some
folks left before we took the pictures.

After the clean-up there was a discussion on what could be done
about this specific problem and about waste management in general.
A few things got chalked out and various people have taken up
responsibilities. I think it's got the ball rolling on many issues and I
hope that the group can sustain momentum. In all, it was a really
great afternoon.

I can't say enough to thank all the people who got down and dirty!
Thanks! Especially Abi and Arati.

The Clean Up!
Photo Credit: Natasha Mhatre



A Plea to the Students' Council

This voice is in reply to the letter written by the SC in the August
issue of Voices. As an entity who has been in the IISc campus for a
sufficiently long time, I thought maybe I can provide a feedback.

First of all, the article which was published in the June issue of
Voices (which was seen as “demonizing”) can be probably
considered as a sort of “constructive criticism” (which the SC
desires) and an eye-opener for many of the students in the campus
who do not know what goes on behind the scenes. It is only that SC
failed to think in the right direction as to what the article actually
said.

Secondly, I have differing thoughts on regionalism in campus
contrary to yours. When it was commented that “none of the
contestants have ever raised any regional issues in the manifesto”; I
have seen eight SC elections till date and I can say that the fact is
just the opposite of what you are not willing to accept. This is
something which you too know and several other students in the
campus have also experienced. Well, I would still think that this
issue is just a very small part of a larger picture and I don’t think
anybody would be really bothered about it as long as SC is delivering
on its responsibilities.

Now, the issue is how can SC exactly do that? Going back to the
manifesto part, over the past so many years, the same manifesto
(with some 20-25 points) circulates again and again every year,
albeit in different forms with a change in the sequence of points. If
we research on how many points in the manifesto have been
actually achieved in the past several years, I don’t think I can count
a genuine one. When it was mentioned that SC is honestly trying to
address some major issues concerning the welfare of the student
community, I felt that it would have been really nice to have listed
the “major issues” and the “welfare” students would experience.

I am of the opinion that the student community should be regularly
kept informed about what SC is doing. It can be in the form of
notices or a general body meeting. Majority of the SC notices seen
on notice boards pertain to SC organized cultural programmes or
regarding the tea/coffee/fruit juice kiosks or more recently, the
laptop scheme. This gives the impression that SC is spending most
of its time and energy in improving the lifestyle of students. Nobody
denies that these things are also a necessity, but I hope there are
other more important issues to be tackled, especially with respect to
mess, hostel, academic activities and so on. But, unfortunately we
do not get to hear anything concrete on these aspects. I hope many
students would agree with me on the fact that students spend atleast
30% of their core research hours in dealing with issues related to
mess, hostel and other administrative or academic hassles. The time
spent by students would increase two-fold if he/she plans to attend
an international conference as the student ends up spending a lot of
time in doing the rounds of academic and financial sections in the
institute to get the necessary clearances. Here SC might argue that
students should report these problems to them, but do you really
think students would come forward with their concerns when they
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know that the problem would keep recurring? Rather, I see that
many students have actually “gotten used” to the problems rather
than wasting their time and involving themselves in sorting out the
issue if the need arises. Again, students might face several problems
and it doesn’t mean that they expect the SC to sort all those
problems.

I believe the students would be eager to help if the SC reaches out to
them, involve them in identifying the major concerns and work
together towards a solution. A proactive SC would have organized
general body meetings, spoken to student groups wherever possible,
encouraged feedbacks from fellow students through drop-boxes, e-
mails or any other means, provided information to the students on
their activities and also involve them in pursuing those activities.

The other thing which I would like to point out here is regarding the
IISc centenary celebrations starting next year. I was wondering
whether the student community is anyway part of the celebrations or
whether SC has any plans in this direction at all. I know for sure that
all the current students are very proud to be in IISc during the
centenary year and this is an occasion of a lifetime for all the students
to celebrate too. I have read that the engineering and science
divisions are organizing international conferences to mark the
occasion. Similarly, being the students of the premier institute in the
country, can we think of an all-India conference only for the students
and organized by the students, to celebrate the centenary year? Or
can we think something different? Being the elected body of the
students, it is for the SC to take the lead in this direction if they are
interested.

These things are more said than done. I believe that SC should be
proactive, take the lead in involving more and more students in their
initiatives and work together for our own betterment. Still, it would
actually be wonderful to witness a change in the lifestyle quotient of
students in IISc soon, with more and more of them sitting at T board
with their laptops open.

Santanu (EE)

Recently, I happened to meet some of my friends, who had
completed their Ph.D abroad, like Austria, Germany, UK and US.
While we were chatting, there was one issue that struck me the most,
“the boarding and the lodging facilities”. There is ‘no’ concept of
‘hostel & mess facilities’ in the institutes/universities, from where
these people graduated. One has to try to find an apartment on
his/her own and one has to either cook or buy food from the
restaurants/canteens. In certain cases, the research supervisors will
help in finding place for accommodation. However, with respect to
food, I heard that the person himself/herself cooks/buys food. This
also means that there are no problems of Students’ Council, Mess
committee, Hostel committee, bla…bla…bla…. Hence, there are
no events of election, soap box etc..etc.

While I was walking towards my hostel after a nice chat session, some

The boarding and the lodging facilities of IISc: Some
food for thought



issues cropped up in my mind, particularly the “Hostel & Mess
facilities of IISc”. Actually, we, the students, who are availing the
boarding and lodging facilities of IISc, are not spending our
(valuable or precious) time for cooking. Having such mess facilities
not only reduces the burden/time of cooking, but one also need not
have to spend money for buying certain inevitable things required
for cooking such as, oven/stove, rice, oil, bread, milk, vegetables,
other small, yet significant groceries etc. etc. If one has to buy a
stove, one has to spend money for fuel. Or, upon using an electric
stove, one needs to expend for the power consumption rate.

Keeping all these points in mind, will it not be difficult to manage
the expenditure for the above mentioned items, only with the
stipend/scholarship that a student gets, without any inputs from
parents? Given a choice, it is almost sure that the students will
readily opt for the hostel and mess amenities of IISc, rather than
wandering all round the city in search of an apartment, trying to set
up a kitchen, buying groceries etc. Also, upon staying in a private
house outside IISc, one has to daily overcome all the traffic signals
and crowd in BMTC buses to reach the institute. Or even if one has
a two/four wheeler, think of the expenditure for the vehicle’s fuel
(Needless to say, how cheap the petrol and diesel are!!).

Above all, one has to concentrate on research, the most important
purpose for us to be in IISc.

Indeed the mess bill rate is reasonable for the kind of food stuff that
we get in the IISc messes. Thus, the mess facilities, not only help in
reducing the expenses for food, but a great deal of time is also saved.

This apart, a slight digression: think about the timings that are
followed in banks, railway reservation counters, supermarkets (or
even ordinary grocery shops) and also the restaurants. Let us
consider the timings of the SBI, IISc branch. Will anyone be allowed
to enter or permit to transact after 4 pm in this branch of SBI, on
week days? On a similar note, if one reaches the railway reservation
counter after a delay of a few minutes, will anyone get a chance to
reserve the tickets? We will be simply asked to come on the next day.
Likewise, if one goes to restaurants (may be, even well reputed
restaurants) during the closing time, will anyone be able to order or
get all the dishes that one desires? The waiter in the restaurant will
say that it is the closing time and only certain dishes are available,
which is subject to that particular day’s crowd and availability of
resources. Similarly, if one goes late to some ordinary (read as, non
reputed) grocery or vegetable shops, the shopkeeper may sometimes
refuse to hear to you and will just close the shop. Also, please recall
the timings followed in cinema theatres. Once all the tickets are
sold, immediately the ‘house full’ board will be put up.

Further, it is quite natural for any professor/teacher to be annoyed, if
student(s) ‘always’ comes late to their lecture?

However, why is that the messes in IISc are often kept ‘open’ even
after the stipulated official timings? Should the mess not be closed
promptly at 9.30 am, 1.30 pm/2.00 pm, 6.00 pm and 9.00 pm, as per
the schedule? Should we not blame ourselves for being unpunctual
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to the mess? I hope everyone in IISc knows that the Coffee Board of
IISc too closes sharply by 5.30 pm. Sometimes, they would even start
cleaning and winding up by 5.00 pm/5.15 pm or so, depending on the
strength of the crowd.

Therefore, why is that the mess(es) (or the A-mess) is being blamed,
even if they are closed beyond the scheduled timing? One may say
that comparison of mess timings with that of banks, railway
reservation counters, grocery shops or cinema theatres is not
appropriate. But, whatever be the place, is it not right that the
timings/schedule need to be given due importance? Please realize, for
the IISc mess workers, the day starts at 6.00 am and ends by 9.30
pm/9.45 pm. They get little time for relaxing and refreshing. Should
we not try to understand that they have to go home around 10.00 pm
and come early the next morning around 6.00 am? In fact, they have
to work from 6.00 am to 2.00 pm on religious festival days (and
national holidays) also. However, the Coffee Board remains closed
on most of the national holidays and the (new-looking) Tea Board
too gets some respite on certain days.

Some well-wishers of the institute have been raising queries
regarding ‘wastage of food’ and ‘food getting over within the
stipulated mess closing time’. It is possible to regulate and minimize
the wastage, if the mess provides ‘limited food’, which can be roughly
estimated on the basis of the number of boarders. However, it should
be noted that we are provided with ‘unlimited food’; not only
unlimited rice, but also be it curry, sambar, rasam, juice, buttermilk,
etc. etc.

Even milk, tea, coffee, bread, jam are all unlimited !!
Can anyone tell, in which mess/restaurant, one can get ‘unlimited’
tea, coffee, milk? I am curious. Also, every mess boarder is well aware
of the quality of milk given in messes and the quality of milk in Coffee
Board, Tea Board and Kabini Canteen. Further, there is also a
provision for toasting bread during the evening snacks time.

Everyone very well knows that a cup of tea costs Rs.4 in Tea Board
and Rs.5 per cup of coffee in Coffee Board. Compare the size of the
cup given in these places with that of the tumbler given in the mess
(Needless to describe about the size of the cup (Rs.2.50) in Kabini
canteen). A plate of ‘idli’ consisting of two nos. of idlis costs Rs.5 in
Coffee and Tea Boards. However, in mess, one can eat how many
ever idlis, dosas, chapathis, pooris one wishes and all the boarders
pay almost the same mess bill rate every month.

Further, the taste of the food matters. If people like, the stuff(s)
would get over quickly, as they simply gulp, without worrying about
anything. If they don’t like, then a lot of stuff remains untouched and
hence, wastage. So, it is indeed very difficult to manipulate the
quantity precisely and control the wastage, while providing
unlimited food. Additionally, there is actually a ‘floating population’
during all the four times of the mess, which further compounds the
task of waste control. Because, some people may not prefer to have
dinner, while some may skip breakfast or lunch or the evening
snacks.



Regarding the issue of ‘food getting over before the scheduled mess
closing time’: The mere observation of long queues, even after the
stipulated closing time suggests that people are hopeful and
optimistic that they would get something to eat and everyone in
such long queues have been/is provided with some food to eat.
Especially, in A-mess, on Saturday (for idlis) and Sunday (for dosas)
mornings, the queue sometimes even extends till the staircase of the
Block-I of new hostel complex, till about 10.00 am. One may argue
that the students are ready to wait in long queues because they are
paying their mess bill. But the point is, people are ready to wait for
the food, which is available even after the scheduled mess closure
time. Lengthy queues are also noted during lunch time in A-mess
and usually people get/have their lunch by about 1.45-2.00 pm,
although the scheduled time is 1.30 pm during week days. Likewise,
during dinner, the food would be available till 9.15 pm/9.30 pm,
despite the fact that 9.00 pm is the scheduled closing time.

For information: The National Centre for Biological Sciences
(NCBS), Bangalore, does not have ‘mess facility’ and on all
Sundays, dinner is not provided in their canteen. So, the students
have to somehow manage the Sunday’s dinner on their own.
Further, only ‘limited food’ is given, whose quantity depends on the
fare. Now, compare this scenario with that of IISc. Of course, one
may say that NCBS is a smaller institute than IISc and so, mess
facility is not required for NCBS. Whether NCBS should have mess
facility or not; this is not relevant to this discussion. The point is,
IISc is having mess facilities.
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Having considering all these factors, can we not applaud the mess
and hostel services of IISc, particularly the mess workers? Of course,
we are paying our bills and fees regularly; and the hostel-mess
workers are also doing their job, which they are supposed to. Even
then, I guess, we are not going to lose anything upon appreciating
them rather than endless grumbling. Despite utilizing and enjoying
such amenities, there are (a fraction of) people, who are keen to
somehow identify some ‘insignificant issues’.

Now, please do not think that my comments are in favor of the
Councils / Committees. Also, this article has no connection or
correlation with ‘Letter to the Editor’ that appeared in the Issue
no.27082007 of Voices. This merely depicts my personal opinions
with regard to the general amenities provided by IISc. Most of us
know very well of whatever has been discussed here. Nevertheless,
this article tries to remind and reiterate that the hostel and mess
facilities of IISc are indeed making our stay convenient and pleasant.
Or this commentary may also aid in refining certain students’
attitude, which may always be against the facil ity
providers/administrators.

Now, it is for the reader to decide: Are we living in a third world
country or IISc?

V.Sabareesh (MBU)
Note: Just at the time of completion of this article, a notice was put
up, announcing the revision of lunch time in all the messes from
12.00 noon - 1.30 pm to 12.15 pm - 1.45 pm (on week days) in order
to manage the ‘overwhelming crowd’.
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Gymkhana: Run IISc Run

Bangalore Sports Club athletics coach, learners: some
experienced and some novice, and loads of enthusiasm.
What else do we need to set IISc Gymkhana track on
fire!!!

The athletics coaching camp has started and will be
followed by Jumpstart 2007: IISc Athletics Meet.
So IISicans.. On your marks.. Get set..

Tit-bits: Where to Look for Literature?

Free Tools for Managing References:

1. E-Library Resources of JRD Tata Memorial Library:
http://www.library.iisc.ernet.in/ebrary.html
2. NCSI: IISc LIBRARY CATALOGUE:
http://www.ncsi.iisc.ernet.in
3. Directory of Open Access Journals: http://www.doaj.org
4. The Scholarly Journal Archive (JSTOR): http://www.jstor.org
5. Google Scholar: http://scholar.google.com
6. Google Books: http://books.google.com
7. CROSSREF: http://www.crossref.org
8. Elsevier's Science Direct: http://www.sciencedirect.com
9. SCIRUS: http://www.scirus.com
10. J-Gate: http://www.j-gate.informindia.co.in

JabRef – open source and platform independent:
http://jabref.sourceforge.net

Connotea: http://www.connotea.org/
CiteULike: http://www.citeulike.org/
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